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.1 n /7 X P, p R s j i Ya, ya

*ye initially, after vowels, and after b, b; e elsewhere.
When written as * in Russian, transliterate as y4 or 9.

RUSSIAN AND ZNGLISH TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Russian English Russian English Russian English

sin sin sh sinh arc sh sinh-
cos cos ch cosh arc ch cosh
tg tan th tanh arc th tanh
ctg cot cth coth arc cth coth
sec sec sch sech arc sch sech
cosec csc csch csch arc csch csch

Russian English

rot curl
* ig log

GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER

All figures, graphics, tables, equations, etc. merged into this

translation were extracted from the best quality copy available.
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Chapter V.

GUARANTEE OF THE RELIABILITY OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

Radio and electronic equipment [REA] can go out of order as a

result of internal and external effects on it. The more complicated

the equipment, the greater the probability of its failures. However,

technical progress is not thought without the complicated means of

radio electronics. Therefore the problem of an increase in their

reliability is one of the bases (2, 30, 40].

Failures of REA - random events; therefore reliability can be

rated/estimated only statistically. The theory of reliability, as any

other statistical theory, cannot predict the behavior of separate

instrument, but sufficiently accurately it can rate/estimate the

behavior of entire set - ensemble. For the ensemble of real

instruments is known only the fact that on the average with a large

number of tests the specific part of the instruments will

malfunction, but it is unknown, what precisely.

0
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Reliability - probabilistic category, which characterizes

properties of REA (other devices/equipment), caused by its

reliability, by life and maintainability, and ensuring the hormal

fulfillment of the assigned functions. Quantitatively reliability is

rated/estimated by the product of the probability of the failure-free

operation P to the readiness factor K,

Readiness factor

K, - Z7r.d(ZTvw + ZTp + ZTm), (V-i)

where 27'- total time of failure-free operation; ZTp.- total time,

spent on the repair, detection, position finding and clearing; ZT.,. -

total time of preventive works, spent on the routine inspection,

checking, scheduled maintenance, etc.

By reliability' is understood the property of REA to

continuously remain operable under the specific modes/conditions and

operating conditions.

FOOTNOTE 1. Sometimes in the literature reliability is called

reliability. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Efficiency quantitatively is rated/estimated by the probability of

p

ik
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failure-free operation or by other indirect probabilistic indices -

with rate of failures W and by the mean time between failures 7'

(SV-2).

Page 77.

Efficiency - state of REA, in which it corresponds to requirements of

TU, but only with respect to the fundamental parameters, which are

determining the normal fulfillment of the assigned functions.

Malfunction of REA - disturbance/breakdown of norms of TU from any

fundamental or secondary parameter. The secondary parameters

rate/estimate not fundamental characteristics of REA, for example

convenience in the maintenance - signal lamps of safety

devices/fuses, knob/stick for the transference, etc.

Failures divide into the sudden ones (catastrophic) and the

gradual ones (parametric). The random failures appear as a result of

sharp random changes in the parameters of elements/cells, for example

the breakdown of capacitors or transistors, the break of wire or

resistor, etc. The deterioration failures appear as a result of slow

changes in the parameters of elements/cells, which derive/conclude

the determining parameter beyond the limits of the tolerance range

For example, a change in the parameters (aging) of transistor leads

to the disruption/separation of generation or the decrease of
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amplification.

Distinguish the complete failures, when REA not at all works,

and partial, when REA works, but it does not completely satisfy the

requirements for the fundamental parameters, for example the light

rating of transmitter. According to the character of manifestation in

the time failures divide into the stable ones, i.e., those continuing

to their elimination by road-mending machines, and keeping aloof. The

latter, in turn, are divided into the short duration failures (rare,

short-duration failures) and the intermittent failures (repeated,

frequently repeating short duration failures).

In connection with the reliability, REA it is possible to divide

into restored, i.e., overhauled during the service life, and not

restored, which in the case of the failure, for example, the radio

detonators, transistors, capacitors replace.

SV-l. Economy of reliability.

The optimum reliability (SX-2), which corresponds to the minimum

expenditures/consumptions of user for the operating time of REA, can

be determined, using expression for the total cost/value (SI-4);

additionally are considered the possible losses (losses), caused by

malfunctions of REA in the service life. These losses are determined
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by idle times C;,(for example, with the malfunction of the line of

communications or of computer the operating organizations do not

obtain payment), or by possible death of material and other valuesC,

(for example, due to the malfunction of controller can occur the

emergency). If losses per hour of idle time compose C,9.the mean time

of one repair Tm., an average in the service life T number of failures

(repairs) n T/T*. T, - tire mean time between failures, then losses

for time T, led to the time of the beginning of operation, by analogy

with (1-4)

Ciip-CMIP.pggn,(TIT)Iex p (I -T/T)J-

0 CPrP (T/T.) I - UP (- T/rTi. (V.2)

Page 78.

If failure of REA can with probabilityP produce the death of

property for sum C.then in (V-2) it is necessary to add the

mathematical expectation of losses, equal to P,Cr.

Thus, the generalized cost/value of equipment is equal to total

cost/value (1-4) plus losses due to its malfunction:
I

(V-3)C.. .- c. +c; + C; + CO + C4w

CZ. - C. + r. tc, + C, + (C.,T, + PA,)ITJ [! - e (- TlTJ.(v-4)

Simple relationship/ratio (V-4) helps to determine optimum

reliability of REA (in the sense of the minimum generalized

cost/value). K
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Let us find minimum cost/value of REA

dCz,/dP = 0. (V-5)

After solving equation (V-5), it is possible to find optimum

efficiency Pow(SV-2).

For s6lving equation (V-5) are necessary the analytical

relationships/ratios, which connect efficiency P (reliability P.)

with first cost C=f.(P), expenditures for operation %,(P) and

maintenance

The first cost of REA C. is determined by expenditures for its

development, cost/value of materials and parts, by wages, etc. For

REA of the increased reliability the expenditures for development

increase; the cost/value of parts, assemblies and materials,

production of devices/equipment and so forth in this case

considerably higher than usual (SV-3). There are no universal

relationships/ratios, which numerically connect , and P, since for

all possible types of the equipment, manufactured in the different

enterprises, the-numerical characteristics can be changed. However,

the expression

C. - h( -,of) (V-6)

during the appropriate selection of the constants h, a, and b

K

V _ _ -4-
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correctly reflects dependence CK ='p(P): sharp increase c. with

approximation/approach P to one (Fig. V-i).

operating costs virtually do not depend on the required

reliability, since state/staff and qualification of operators little

affect reliability of REA. In the approximate computations it is

possible to consider that the operating costs do not depend on

efficiency (reliability) of REA.

©X

10

I

L
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2.

Fig. V-I. Optimum reliability of REA: l.- C, the cost/value of

maintenance; 2 - (,;the first cost of REA; 3 -cz.general/common/total

cost/value of REA.

Page 79.

Expenditures for maintenance depend substantially on the

reliability of equipment. A decrease in the efficiency raises the

expenditures for repair, which are folded from the cost/value of the

replaced parts and the wages of road-mending machines. Expenditures

for routine checks and inspection of equipment little depend on the

required efficiency.

Let us rate/estimate expenditures per unit time for maintenance,

it is more precise to repair (C .C:,.J:

C. 00Cp..4. - (TP.C.6 + MC)IT., (V-7)

where T.- mean time between failures (repair); C,.- cost/value of one

L

- __________________________________
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repair; .. - average duration of repair; Cp. - wages per hour; C. -

mean cost/value of one replaced part; m - average number of parts,

replaced during one repair; according to the statistical data m=2.3,

7,.=3.3 hour.

After substituting equalities (V-6) and (V-7) into formula

(V-4), after excluding operating costs C,,we will obtain

CZ - h/(I -P)b+ (TT.) (TP.C.'s + inCA. +
+ rp.p + P,) [1- exp (- T/rJ. (V.8)

P. - optimum efficiency in the sense of the smallest cost/value let

us find, after substituting relationships/ratios (V-8) in (V-5). TheC"
obtained equations are transcendental, to solve them in general form

is impossible. Under the specific conditions it is possible to solve

them by numerical methods. The obtained relationships/ratios can be

illustrated by the graph/curve (Fig. V-1), which reflects

characteristic dependences for the general/common/total Cost/value.

The use/application of calculated relationships/ratios (V-5)-(V-8),

that are determining optimum efficiency under the actual conditions,

is impossible without the numerical values of coefficients. The

numerical values of the coefficients can be obtained from the

generalized technical-economic characteristics of REA (ehapter X) and

the statistical evidence about the failures.

For the collection of materials about the failures of REA were
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developed the special maps/charts/cards, in which noted the

conditions for work of REA at the moment of each failure; the reasons

for failure; what elements/cells produced failure (independent

failure) and what elements/cells as a result of this failure

additionally refused (the dependent failure); how long it lasted the

search for damage and strictly repair; what and how many parts they

replaced and so forth.

As a result of similar statistic studies in the middle Fifties

interesting averaged data (Table V-l) about the distribution of the

reasons for failures (without taking into account electron tubes) (2]

were obtained.

These data show that 43% of all failures of operable REA were

. caused by errors during the design, 20% - by incorrect operation, and

10% - by incorrect maintenance/servicing.

2)

L
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Page 80.

Table V-1. Classification of the reasons for failures-

am.%

'poexamposamme, (lcKclPYMB~oH- ~
oiea oxa3b[)

a) meAocnnxo ciewi 11

n~ eapaaimA wap 3itexrpn.
4ecxNit fleizuq 10

,i) nenpawbu~oe lipsuceene sat-s

JdeXToD 12

2. MexaHuqece:
a) lienPamWbM ud6OP Mars-

pH~aJ~ 5
.4HenPaBHJ~hHaX M1eX&H~qeCKa

MONCTPYICUHN 5

3icnxuyaTawln (3natyarawom. 1. Kjiuam'qecxe ycJIoNR vme
sue OT~aahE) XarnqqeCKse Marpy3Ka. He COOTr-

SBcThYIOWue 3MilMUhM 12

2. Henpaaubme o6viyxmhllie 10

3. Henpasubnaa pSeiiw 3xcfiya-

Tamn 8

flpoeaoAcmo (Texsoitormnue 1. MWTBem He a com~eTmxx
OThabl) C TelsUqeCiWUN YCAOSHMHI Is

2. HeAodpOXZweCT~enOe CudPhe H
noAJry*IOpmua 2

( rI fPOqNO 1. MUMioc CTapeume 4

2. Pa3mUae N MYCTM~OBeNWO 3

Key: (a). Section. (b). Reasons. (c). Number of damages, t. (d).

Design (design failures). 1:~ Elidtiical. a) a deficiency/lack in the.
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diagram. b) the incorrect selection of electrical values. c) the

misapplication of elements/cells. 2. Mechanical. a) the incorrect

selection of material. b) incorrect mechanical design. (e). Operation

(operational. failures). 1. Climatic conditions and mechanical loads,

which do not correspond to given ones. 2. Incorrect

maintenance/servicing. 3. Incorrect mode/conditions of operation.

(f). Production (technological failures). 1. Production not in

accordance with technical specifications. 2. Low-grade raw material

and semi-finished products. (g). Other. 1. Wear, aging. 2. Different

and not established.

Page 81.

It is of interest and distribution of failures according to the types j
of the completing articles (Table V-2). Electron tubes undergo up to

50* of failures, which is one additional foundation for the

replacement by their transistors, when this is technically possible

and is permitted by operating conditions.

The high percentage of failures due to the resistors and the

capacitors, in spite of their high reliability, it is determined by

their large applicability in the diagrams of REA (Table V-3).

) The analysis of data of Table V-3 shows that in REA for every

L "A
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tube (transistor) on the average there are 6-7 capacitors, 5-6

resistors, 20-30 solderings, 2-3 inductive elements, etc.; therefore

the preliminary simplified evaluation/estimate of the complexity of

devices/equipment according to a number of tubes or transistors is

permitted.

0

a

1i
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Table V-2. Distribution of failures according to the circuit

elements.

aemTpo a ..e ..a.u. . . . 50
Pe3MCT0PW . . . . . . . . I
KouaemcaTopu . . . 8
Tpancosopma ropm N UITtWKU HNMAYXTSIOCTU (6 . 3
BhxAmo . nepexuaam im. ,,enceAhiI a'emi4 p e 7. 9
flpoqme ................. 15

Key:-(1). Designation of radio parts. (2). Number of damages, %. (3).

Electron tubes. (4). Resistors. (5). Capacitors. (6). Transformers

and inductance coil. (7). Switches, switches, plugs, relay. (8).

Other.
_/

Table V-3. Applicability of circuit elements.

roveua Msm"l IPaiM. to~t4~~api
ma1n0ymm MG n s npumain

SjMlKouayyuuue npnfopu 5.3-11.6 3.5-4 3.6-7.3
KOMzema" ... ............. 20--32 37-52 41-61
Penc. . 37-51 22-31 16-28
Tpanopmapopu" n" o:c . ... 3.2-14 4.2-12 0-71
KaTywaxx HAyfTjIV0CTE,(0M~bTPM. JU-
main 3Aepzxx , . . ........ 1.2-14 3.6-10 8-22
Pei .... ... . . . 0-2.5 0-4. 0 3.3
cen,,411- axe-Wr ,~mte.,. , f .. ,toot* eAM. (W ,) ..... . 0--? 0--I.6 0-0.5
1H epmre Ame .p.6oJaewrpn(r Y..... 0-2.3 0-t.4 0-.6

OeNoml "" M HKARVATOPMd0 Aau4f 0--4 0-I.I ".-05
Ku .. . . . . ...... 0-0.4 0-7 -,
frApexcxpsNuHeAx ) ... ..... 0,2-4.8 0.3-0.9 0.3-0.6

Key: (1). Group of elements/cells. (2). % equipment on schematic

diagram. (3). radar and radio navigation. (4). transceiving. (5).
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receiving. (6). Vacuum-tube instruments. (7). Capacitors. (8).

Resistors. (9). Transformers and chokes/throttles. (10). Inductance

coils, filters, delay line. (11). Relays. (12). Selsyns, electric

motors, converters. (13). Measuring meters. (14). Lighting and

indicator lights. (15). Quartzes. (16). Safety devices/fuses.

Page 82.

SV-2. Calculation of efficiency according to the random failures.

The random failures of elements/cells - random events.

Consequently, efficiency of these elements/cells after failure also

random event. Let us test a set of N of the same-type, unrepaired

elements/cells (systems) of exact ones with t-0. For the time from 0

to t reject n(t) of elements/cells, exact remain N-n(t). Efficiency

of elements/cells at the end of the interva; 0-t at moment/torque t,

determined by the probability of their working order P,(t. is

numerically expressed by the ratio of a number of favorable events -

exact elements/cells - N-n(t), to a total number of events - number

of elements/cells N [5]:

P, () - IN . (IlNm-- 1 --. (lN, MV-9)
dPi (I)/Id - - (d. (It) dlN n- a (t)IN, (V.9a)

where an(t)/t - number of elements/cells, which refused per unit

time, connected with the rate of failures k(t). Rate of failures

L ''

i " -1
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they call the failure probability of the unrestorable (unrepaired)

element/cell for the single time and numerically determine by the

ratio of a number of elements/cells, which refused for the time from

t to t At, to the product At to a number of exact elements/cells at

moment/torque t:

-An ()/At [N - n (t)]. (V-O)

After substituting relationship/ratio (V-10) in (V-9a), let us find

dPj (t)ldtm~ (1) [N - n(t)]INm). (1) .P, ()
dP5 (9)jPj (1) (t-)( dt.

Integrating, we will obtain

With t-0 all elements/cells are exact and efficiency (0)-1, so

that arbitrary constant c,-l.

If rate of failures k(O does not depend on time, then

Pt () - ep(- (V-12)

Is obtained important relationship/ratio - exponential decay law

of efficiency in the time when 7' =const (SV-3).

Let us find the mean time of failure-free operation rT- the

unrestorable elements/cells, by assuming that N -const.

--. I
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Page 83.

For the random functions the mean time of the failure-free operation

+ P.m - i

(V1-13)

where q,(1 - probability density of the failures of elements/cells

q,(1) -,(f/dt.-dil-P, t)I/t -dP,(t)ldtthe first term it is equal to 0,

since P,() with t- it falls more rapidly than l/t (for example,

V-12). The group of the random events (element/cell is exact or

refused) complete; therefore the failure probability of element/cell

(unfitness for work) lTq- and the probability of working order

(efficiency) 7-?-) in the sum were equal to one.

Under exponential decay law of efficiency (V-12)

q. (1) --- dP, (Olt) -- exp (- it).

Integrating (V-13), we will obtain

r,, uP ( d e4Odt INt.. (-

After using relationship/ratio (V-14), (V-12) it is possible to

record thus:
P, (t) "xP (- tit) " - t/ ) (V-15)

where *,,- conditional (SV-3) mean time of failure-free operation

0
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with constancy.,. during which efficiency of element/cell decreases in

e of times P, (Tr) = 0le 0,37.

During the design the procedure of calculation of efficiency of

REA according to the reliability of the entering it instruments,

assemblies and elements/cells is necessary. During the calculation of

reliability they assume that all elements/cells are necessary for the

exact work of REA and the failure of any element/cell leads to its

failure. This circuit of elements/cells in the theory of reliability

is called series connection of elements/cells. Let us assume also

that the reasons for the failures of elements/cells are statistically

independent; for the random failures - this is actual. With such

prerequisites/premises probability Pz(0 - the complicated random event

of efficiency of REA as a whole - simultaneous efficiency all n of

the elements/cells, entering series connection, is equal to the

product of efficiencies P,(t) !of all elements/cells:

PZ ()-.nlPQ (V.16)'-A

If series connection n of elements/cells involves k different

types with respect to 4! identical elements/cells i- n, then
n--!

Pz(t) - lp(0, (V.17)

L
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Page 84.

Under exponential law of decay of efficiency of elements/cells

(V-12)
"-" -I "I-h

P(It)O- p,(t)'. ,n p-)y/tI= -xp n-t w =

- exp(- /',), (V. 18)

where Tz,--l-/ X.g4- mean time of failure-free operation of REA.

Relationship/ratio (V-18) analytically connects efficiency on

the random failures of system with the rate of failures of separate

elements/cells. For calculating the efficiency of system with series

connection of elements/cells it is necessary to know a quantity and

the rates of failures of these elements/cells.

Is of interest one additional statistical parameter - mean time

between failures To.The mean time between failures is defined as the

mean operating time of the restorable (overhauled) system between two

adjacent failures. If system exactly studied (it produced) T. = I
i-I

the hours, whereat,- operating time between two ad'acent failures,

and m - total number of failures, then T-rplm- tilm. (V19)
I-'I
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If the law of a change of the efficiency with time after

failures and restorations/reductions (repairs) is not changed, then

mean operating time between the failures (mean time between failures)

T. must not depend on the number of failure and it is equal to

operating time to first failure TP. The law of a change in the

efficiency of system after restorations/reductions is not changed, if

X,(t)= +=const. failure rate does not depend on time, but in this case

decay law of efficiency is exponential (V-12). Thus, under

exponential decay law of efficiency r,- 1zm -/Z, n;the mean time

between failures T, it is equal to the mean time of failure-free

operation fzq

With a large number of elements/cells efficiency Pz() and mean

time between failures T of system are insignificant (Fig. V-2).

Let us note two important special features/peculiarities of

exponential decay law of efficiency. Efficiency in the interval of

time r does not depend on reference point of its.

D.
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Fig. V-2. Dependence of efficiency of system Pz on efficiency Pi and

number of elements/cells N.

Page 85.

(-f

Actually/really, efficiency - this is the ratio of a number of exact

elements/cells at the end of experiment to a number of exact ones in

the beginning (V-9). In the beginning of experiment at moment/torque

t from the IV elements/cells with t-0 remained exact NP(t), at the end

of experiment NP(t+r) were exact. Then efficiency in interval of

t-(t+r)

NP 1t + -C)INP (t) = exp -- (t + -0)I/exp (-)a) - exp (--) - P (1,

(V-12) is equal to efficiency in interval of t,-(t,*r).

For the high efficiency in the interval r its duration must be

considerably less than the time of operating time r.- r.>>r

' /o
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SPCT)=e p (-T/") 1 -iT( for v/7 << I).

It is repeated, which said is correct only under exponential law

= const).

The structure of expressions (V-17) and (V-18) prompts that

during the calculation of efficiency of complicated devices/equipment

it is possible to calculate unit-by-unit efficiency, and after

multiplying the obtained results, to find efficiency of system as a

whole.

9

I

-i- -
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flpuesym- cnume, yHwe CI0n (3) .f- to
Knocmpoow) J-i -_i

MOu4HOle PaOU017Mnh ) 1.3

7non npoeOHuxoeb1e mpuod 0o,2--

110oRCrno0HNWe Y' ontHwe conpomunneHu(7) -s015-0.2S

flocmORH/H1/e n.OO8O)0,qo'/e eonpomudaeH4u(q Po8-2

ffqVfGHwe OHd6HeMCOtF &jIfQ)403-2Cn'odn~bwe KoO*Acaropw/ [i OO2- 3I -

Irepamu'/ecgue . OHOeHCcmOpO, &1 '405-0.3 iInpoxod~we repc~uuecfue /roHOe ,camopb . , 4ZO8- -

3nerMPonumnu'ecxrue KONdecmopo/ (M, __ ./-

xmence/nbHb/e oa3jevbf 6) o3f
TpuHcpop 1amopu MY udtUu MMuOyfnuZv!U ) q.(-.

3fleAmpodueamenu u cenmcuH& A1 0
00 1 M ay1 1 fo oo

Fig. V-3. Rates of failures of circuit elements of REA.

Key: (1). Wire. (2). Soldering. (3). Receiver-amplifier tubes. (4).

Klystrons. (5). Powerful/thick radio tubes. (6). Magnetrons. (7). The

transistors. (8). Constant carbon resistors. (9). Constant wire-wound

resistors. (10). Paper capacitors. (11). Mica capacitors. (12).

Ceramic capacitors. (13). Passage ceramic capacitors. (14).

Electrolytic capacitors/condensers. (15). Plugs. (16). Transformers

and inductance coil. (17). Relay. (18). Electric motors and selsyns.

Page 86.
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For the estimate evaluations it is possible to find average/mean

efficiency of one transistor (tube) with the parts (SV-l) connected

with it:

P, (t) - exp [- i + sX9 + 5.%+ 21. + 201...]

where A, X.. rates of failures of transistors, resistors,

capacitors, inductive elements/cells and solderings (Fig. V-3).

Let us recall also that the results of calculating the

efficiency, as any probabilistic calculation, they are valid only on

the average and have the specific, frequently sufficiently wide,

confidence intervals, so that the results of calculation can

considerably differ (due to the dispersion - statistical straggling)

from the results, obtained in one or the other

concrete/specific/actual realization.

SV-3. Failures of elements of REA.

The rate of failures of elements/cells of REA is determined

experimentally. The possibility is not excluded that as a result of

the more complete knowledge of physical processes it will be possible
to calculate the reliability of elements/cells of REA (191. Failure

rate is determined, noting the time of failures and a number of

refused elements/cells in the experienced/tested group of the N

elements/cells, computing then according to relationship/ratio (V-10)

J1
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value X,(). For the construction of histograms the interval of time

t-(t+ t) should be selected so that into this interval several

observed events would fall, but not very large so as not to distort

(to smooth) distribution curve. The total number of tested objects N

must be large, which will make possible to obtain statistically

reliable results.

Numerous investigations showed that under normal conditions for

the majority of elements/cells intensity curve of the random failures

(Fig. V-4) has three fundamental sections. The first - supplementing

relatively short-term (50-100) hours), on which the concealed/latent,

relatively gross defects of production and initial materials are

developed, In this section in proportion to breakdown of

elements/cells from gross defects ;j(t it falls to the nominal value.

In the second section - normal operation - by duration from hundred

to tens of thousands of hours ',(o it is changed little. On the third

- wear section -. ,() sharply increases due to the aging, the wear and

the fatigue of elements/cells.

-.
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Fig. V-4. The dependence of failure rate of the time: 1 - break-in

period; 2 - period of normal operation, the approximately/exemplarily

equal to life T9 3 - period of wear failures.

Page 87.

Supplementing section can be excluded by aging/training of REA

before putting to use, keeping in mind its short duration.

Aging/training is reduced to the work for 50-100 hours under the

normal or rigid conditions in order to come to light/detect/expose

the gross defects of production or initial materials and to replace

unreliable elements/cells.

Time interval, during which ),y) is not changed or little is

changed, is called life T of element/cell. Life in many respects

depends on operating conditions, load, etc. It is necessary to

emphasize that life T is not connected with Tcp- by the mean time of

failure-free operation (Fig. V-4). Depending on the type of

element/cell and operatinq conditions Pe there can be more or less T,

______________
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For the radio engineering systems the mean time between failures

T- T (C T, .since T. Tr, ->>T M1. (V-19a)

If service life of REA T is less 7,,then k1, .const and the

calculation of efficiency according to the random failures can be

fulfilled, using the exponential law (SV-2). Should be focused

attention on the fact that T,- the life, determined by

increase/growth t (f), does not correspond certified,rating life To of

circuit elements, determined by the gradual permissible change in the

parameters. For the circuit elements usually r.< Tor even Ta<T

(SV-4). When T>T,.)I()#const (third section of curve, Fig. V-4) and

O exponential decay law of efficiency, in spite of its simplicity, it

is not applied. The more accurately objective parameters of the

probability density of efficiency are described by normal law, law of

Weibull I or by their composition.

FOOTNOTE 1. Weibull's law P(x)-p(-Lz).(where a and X - the parameters)

with a=l passes into the exponential. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Aging, besides an increase in the rate of failures X(f.leads to

the change in the parameters of elements/cells, which calls gradual

(parametric) failures. Let us emphasize that increase/growth k,(A and

a change of the parameters - two different in the qeneral case. at

least outwardly, not mutually connected processes.

K!

L_
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It is possible with more or smaller success to forecast the

'deterioration failures and to replace the aging elements/cells. For

example, during the routine checks it is possible to reveal/detect

the decrease of mutual conductance of tube during the aging. During

the correctly set routine checks all deterioration failures of

elements/cells virtually can be forecast and avoided.

Routine checks must be carried out in the rigid mode/conditions

in order to come to light/detect/expose the aging elements/cells,

whose parameters approach maximum permissible. If elements/cells are

operational in the rigid modes/conditions, then it is possible to

expect that they will not fail before the following routine checks.

Page 88.

The stiffening of mode/conditions is produced from the

fundamental parameters of this element/cell. For example, the

lowered/reduced filament voltage decreases the fundamental parameter

of tubes - mutual conductance. The stiffening of mode/conditions for

some circuit elements partially permits forecasting the random

failures. For example, the probability of the breakdown of capacitor

with the worsened/impaired as a result of aging of dielectric durinQ

______________________
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the rigid mode/conditions (increased voltage/stress) incrreases more

than in exact capacitor; the failure probability of resistor with the

worsened/impaired conducting layer at the increased dissipated power

is more than in exact resistor.

To establish/install the forecasting parameters and the rigid

mode/conditions is complicated, since- incorrect selection can

accelerate aging elements/cells, and this in turn, their reliability

will lower. The correctly set routine checks help to reduce the

number of the deterioration failures and to somewhat decrease a

quantity of the random failures. Therefore during the design of REA

* - (SXII-I) should be allowed for the possibility of conducting such

tests without the high expenditure of time, in order not to lower

readiness factor (SV-l).

The confident forecasting of the random failures is still

impossible, since the advancing/attacking failure outwardly clearly

is not developed, but if precisely this, and not other element/cell

malfunctioned, then this, obviously, was determined by some reasons,

which we yet do not know how to find. The search for the parameters

for forecasting the sudden and deterioration failures is one of the

fundamental tasks in the region of reliability. The forecasting

parameters are necessary for the selection of the elements/cells of

REA, which will not fail during the assigned period and during the
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operation will help to come to light/detect/expose the elements/cells

losing efficiency.

Unfortunately, the forecasting parameters are known only for a

small number of elements/cells. For example, in the production of

semiconductor diodes failures forecast on the increased

slope/transconductance- of volt-ampere characteristic.

There are tubes and circuit elements of the increased

reliability, for example the receiver-amplifier tubes of series E

with the increased life - with respect to a change in the parameters

- (instead of 500-5000 hours) or series B and BB with the increased

reliability - in 1.5 and 2-3 times with smaller failure rate. The

tubes of series BB approximately/exemplarily 2-3 times, and series B

are 1.5-2 times more expensive than usual. This is explained by the f
larger labor expense of production and checking, i.e., by the more

complete and stricter checking of initial materials, manufactured

parts and assemblies, by the finish of technological

operations/processes and so forth (32]. In the USA there are five

levels of the reliability of the circuit elements, used in REA, with

T.p. increased into 13, 35, 400 and 4000 times, and by the sharply

increasing cost/value in comparison with the market elements of

overall use/application.

)

e -I
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Page 89.

By the character of curve X, t) (Fig. V-4) it is possible to judge

the conditions for production and applying the elements/cells of REA.

The tightening itself supplementing section testifies about the poor

organization, the low culture of production and checking of parts.

The prematurely advancing/attacking aging (third section) testifies

about the incorrect mode/conditions of operation, the overloading,

etc. Aging, fatigue and wear to a considerable degree are determined

by the mode of operation - by prolongedly continuous, short-term,

cyclic, etc. The most complicated conditions - during the cyclic

0 mode/conditions with the short period of cycles, since working

conditions continuously are changed, and during the transient

processes are possible the overloading of elements/cells. Are I
dangerous periodic inclusions and disconnections of the

incandescence/filament of electron tubes - especially powerful/thick,

since during the heating the linear dimensions of the parts of tube

differently are changed, which causes mechanical overloadings.

Therefore with the short-term breaks incandescence/filament is better

not to turn off/disconnect - this will increase the life of tubes;

however as a result of prolonged inclusion/connection of REA energy,

etc is abraded, aimlessly is expended/consumed. Thus, the mean time

of the failure-free operation of elements/cells Tep depends on the

site of installation, operating conditions and applying of REA. In

II

J _;_ ...
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order to consider the conditions of applying the elements/cells of

REA during the calculation of reliability is introduced the stiffness

coefficient of operationk.,which characterizes a change in mean time

Tpin comparison with the laboratory conditions (Table V-4).

.P)

I

- l
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Fig. V-5. The rate of failures of the capacitors: ).- with the given

load n to temperature; ,,- with the nominal load and t=2 0 0 C. Broken

lines indicate the reference grid scale change.

Key: (1). Change of scale.

Table V-4. Stiffness coefficient of operation.

M e e y o B u s a a a PY z * "Oe a uMgee ,_,.,,_N . .4 1, ,f. i n.

Hc, KVct-ueH e cnymT ..HK. 2.60 2.40 2.10 2.50
J.la6o61 op .. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
HcMaiT .bM*.Ia. '4-A ..... 0,55 0,51 0.50 0.54Ha 3eue (no~e~pa . 0,31 0.26 0.25 0.30
Kopa.. •J.1.. . . •• 0,21 0.17 0.15 0.19.. 18 014 0.16YK ..o b ,pa t .,,, . .1 0.13 0.11 0.15

Key: (1). Type of equipment. (2). Place for operation. (3).

radio-electronic. (4). electromechanical. (5). mechanical. (6). it is

7 777.
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other. (7). Artificial satellites. (8). Laboratory. (9). Test bench.

(10). On the earth/ground (field). (11): Ships. (12). Aircraft. (13).

Guided missiles.

Page 90.

Rate of failures X,(M in the middle section of characteristic

(Fig. V-4) depends on the load of element/cell. The ratio of net load

to the nominal, permitted by technical specifications, is called the

factor of the load of element/cell k For example, load for the

capacitors - this is working voltage/stress (Fig. V-5); for the

electron tubes - are working the voltage/stress, the current and the

power, scattered on the electrodes (Fig. V-6); for the transistors -

power, scattered on the collector/receptacle (Fig. V-7, a),

voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle and the current of

emitter; for the resistors - scattered power (Fig. V-8), etc. With

overloading (>I)and increase in ambient temperature XA0 sharply it

grows/rises. Dropping of load k,< I and decrease of temperature leads

to incidence/drop X

Let us examine the special features/peculiarities of the

failures of some elements/cells of REA [2, 401 briefly. Transistors

and semiconductor diodes (especially qermanium), more precise p-n

junctions (Fig. V-7, b) are sensitive to an increase in the

9!
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temperature and, therefore, to the electrical power, scattered on the

electrodes, which is explained by the poisibility of the onset of

avalanche-like processes.

C>!

i. .)I
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Fig. V-6. Rates of failures of electron tubes.

Q7 /
09---- P

-- i)Li _ _ / -- ,.,
Q7 / -

• 4 1.I4" /

12-------

0 OJ42c00,4aSo6o70A 20 3o 40 50 60 70 9o t"
Fig. V-7. Rate of failures of the transistors: a) depending on the

power, scattered on the collector/receptacle; b) from the ambient

temperature.

Key: (1). Kn.

Page 91.

It is especially thorouQhly necessary to monitor thermal condition

j__
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with the pulsating load, since due to a small thermal inertia of p-n

junctions instantaneous overheating is feasible. Because of small

sizes/dimensions semiconductor devices maintain/withstand well large

mechanical loads into ten and hundred q During a good hermetic

sealing/pressurization of housing the humidity virtually does not

affect the work of transistors. The radiation exposure (SI-5) affect

semiconductor devices.

Vacuum-tube instruments usually the most unreliable

elements/cells of REA (table V-2, Fig. V-3). The deterioration

failures of electron tubes appear as a result of the loss of emission

Cl and decrease of slope/transconductance, the random failures - due to

the burn-out of the filament of preheating, closing/shorting or break

of electrodes, deterioration in vacuum, etc. Failure rate in

magnetrons and high-power tubes is especially great. Is desirable I
voltage regulation of feed, especially the incandescence/filament of

tubes, since in this case it is possible to establish/install

filament voltage on 2-5% lower than norm, this is decreasedX,1 (Fig.

V-9). Is necessary the checking of the temperature at the different

points of the tank/balloon of tube - permissible on the certificate

temperature of 100-2000 C, since at a higher temperature deterioration

in vacuum due to the spallation of glass is possible. Vacuum-tube

instruments fear mechanical overloadings. For decreasing the

mechanical overloadings are made miniature and subminiature tubes
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(series B, etc.) '.

FOOTNOTE 1. From the course the "strength of materials" is known that

with the curvature of beam/gully mechanical stress a=M/W, where

M=abh[2 - bending moment of the beam/gully of rectangular cross

section bxh and length I under the action of its own mass a - the

constant, which depends on the density of material of beam/gully, the

applied acceleration and anchorage of the beam/gully; W - moment of

resistance, for the rectangular cross section W=bh2 /6. a=M/W=6aIl/h;

with the proportional decrease of linear dimensions q times a under

the action of its own mass of beam/gully also decreases q times.

- ENDFOOTNOTE.

The intensity of the random failures of electron tubes is more than

an order higher than the semiconductor instruments. The life of

electron tubes also is considerably less than semiconductor devices.

I-

i_
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Fig. V-8. Rate of failures of nonwire resistors.

Key: (1). scale change.

Page 92.

Winding articles reject due to the break of wires, turn-to-turn

faults, breakdown of the insulation of windings, etc. The break of

wires can arise as a result of a) mechanical stresses due to the

careless coil/winding; b) the poor attachment, which leads to the

repeated bends of wires with the agitation; c) corrosions in the

humid atmosphere as a result of electrochemical reaction. For

decreasing the electrochemical corrosion of wires in the

direct-current circuits it is necessary that the windings would be

electronegative with respect to the surrounding metallic

objects/subjects (SIII-7). By control gauges for the prevention of

• <j
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the failures of winding articles is protection from the effect of

humidity and mechanical attachment saturation, by covering or by

hermetic sealing/pressurization (SVI-6). An increase in the

temperature leads to the failures, mainly, due to a deterioration in

the insulating properties (SVI-4).

The failures of capacitors, in essence, are reduced to the

breakdown of insulation, less often - to break or to the loss of

qualitative indices. Humidity little affects the work of the

hermetically sealed capacitors. The pressed and unsealed capacitors,

for example ceramic, are subjected to the unfavorable effect of

-' moisture and with 95-98% of humidity are unreliable. Low reliability

is characteristic to chemical capacitors, which negatively react to

the insignificant overheating and the overloading.

The failures of nonwire resistors, in essence, are reduced to

the burn-out of conducting layer, the disturbance/breakdown of the

contact between the conclusion/output and the conducting layer.

Noticeable changes in the resistor/resistance are encountered more

rarely. Tape/film resistors are less reliable than volumetric,

especially with the high ratings (more than 0.5-1 Me). The rate of

failures of the nonwire resistors of variable resistance is

especially high due to the disturbances/breakdowns of the friction

electrical contact sliding contact - conducting layer.

1J
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Q9

Fig. V-9. Rate of failures of electron tubes with a change in the

filament voltage.

Page 93.

SV-4. Calculation of efficiency according to the sudden wear and

deterioration failures. I
Sudden wear failures occur in the third section of the

characteristic of rate of failures (Fig. V-4), when exponential decay

law of efficiency is not applied AXbconst This section, as is shown

experiment it more correctly represents the normal law of density

distribution of failure probabilities:

q, (t) - (I/1V-,) exp [- (t - M)'/2o , (V.20)

where t - time; M - the average life; oP - dispersion of life.

Efficiency (Fig. V-10)

N
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P, () I - q,()dT q, (o dt-

= (t/2a) exp [- (I - M)'/2a]dt. (V-2 1)

In the beginning of service life (Fig. V-10) there are no

failures virtually, since the probability of values of random

variable with the normal law of distribution out of the limits of

interval 6a, is less than 0.03% (SIV-2) also during the time

0-(M-30)ailure probability to 0.15%. An increase in the number of

failures and the replacement of elements/cells as a result of the

wear begins whent >M--3and it reaches maximum with t=M.

To replace elements/cells is possible simultaneously or

gradually in proportion to failures. During the simultaneous

replacement of elements/cells, for example, with t=M, on the average

it rejects 50% of elements/cells (Fig. V-10), which is inadmissible,

since reliability sharply descends; replacement when t-m- ,I

decreases the failure probability to 0.15%; however, many completely

suitable elements will be prematurely replaced, but this is not

always economically expedient. Is the less a, (more precise o./M)the

less the relative losses due to the exchange of exact elements/cells

and the more advisable their simultaneous replacement. However,

usually for the elements/cells of REA0,/M-06I5-0.25. and losses are

*considerable.

___________________
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The optimum order of the replacement of the worn out

elements/cells is determined by the technical-economic calculation

according to one or the other criterion (SX-2). During these

calculations it is necessary to remember about the random failures,

which exist in the second section of characteristic ,(IO (Fig. V-4),

not considered by normal law (V-20). Efficiency in the case of the

p random failures of real devices/equipment is more completely

described by the composition of the exponential and normal laws

P'(0-exp (- )4) (1/1/,)SexP [- (x - M)'/2a,2dx. (V-22)I

Ct

cI

0!

©.-----~--
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4-1%5 Ar-q WY AA.2ca

Fig. V-10. Normal law of density distribution of the probabilities of

sudden wear failures.

end section.
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The first factor is essential in the second section of characteristic

A,(Othe second - in the third wear section. In the critical

devices/equipment the exchange of the worn out elemenes, for which

there are no forecasting parameters, is produced simultaneously under

the condition of aging/training the elements/cells for the purpose of

the decrease of the supplementing failures, which are capable to

considerably lower the effect of an increase in the reliability with

the simultaneous exchange of the worn out elements/cells.

It is necessary to make some observation, which relate to the

circuit elements. Electron tubes or voltaic batteries are usually the f
mass abraded circuit elements. Remaining circuit elements, as a rule,

longer-lasting and many times exceed the period of action of REA as a

whole. Experience of operating electron-tube devices/equipment (for

example, ETsVM (digital computer]) shows that the post of the

intensity of the random failures of electron tubes begins

considerably later than their parameters they exceed the permissible

by the deterioration failures limits. Therefore tubes will be

replaced during the routine checks, which warn the deterioration
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failures, i.e., it is earlier than wear failures will be begun. The

same it is possible to speak also about voltaic batteries. Therefore

the simultaneous replacement of mass circuit elements not in all

cases is justified. After the specific period the exchange of the

electromechanical elements/cells, in which the fatigue or wear are

possible, is completely substantiated. However, for this REA it is

not very substantial, since such elements/cells are many. That

presented is confirmed contemporary by the practice of reliability of

REA - attention is fundamentally paid to the gradual (parametric)

failures, which are forecast satisfactorily. Thus, in the majority of

the cases let us allow the calculation of the random failures of REA

without taking into account the wear of circuit elements.

Difference in density distribution of the probabilities of

sudden and sudden wear failures during the gradual replacement of the

worn elements/cells is developed only with the duration of the total

operation of REA, the smaller several average lives of these

elements/cells (Fig. V-11). The smoothing of the curve of density

distribution of failure probabilities in the course of time is

explained by the fact that the elements/cells begin to work not

simultaneously, but in proportion to the replacement of the refused

elements/cells, in this case the dispersion of their life stores/adds

up to the dispersion of the beginning of work. After several

exchanges of the refused elements/cells the intensity of wear

failures is averaged,X,. I/M-constand the calculation of efficiency

can be made, using the exponential law (SV-2).

. . .. ... -L
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Fig. V-l. Failure rate upon the gradual exchange of the worn

elements/cells.

Page 95.

However, efficiency of REA in this case decreases, since the averaged

intensity of sudden wear failures ;qv is higher than the intensity of

wear failures in the second section of curve

Upon the simultaneous exchange of the worn out elements/cells,

for example into moment/torque t=M-3aor previously intensity of f
the random failures it decreases, since wear random failures are

eliminated and remain only usual, characteristic for the second

section of curvex'r(O, but, as noted, in this case are changed

completely exact elements/cells.

Two methods of calculation of reliability according to the

deterioration failures are applied: the first - is similar/such to

the calculation of reliability according to the random failures, only

0
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failure rate in this case considers sudden and deterioration

failures; the second - is reduced to the determination of the

conditions, under which slow changes in the parameters of

elements/cells due to the aging or wear do not exceed those permitted

for this diagram.

During the calculation according to first method (V-18) instead

of l(l) they substitute the intensity of gradual (gradual and sudden)

failures "'(O- This method is in principle incorrect, since the basis

of the calculated methods of the evaluation/estimate of the

reliability of complicated devices/equipment is the rate of failures

of an element/cell of this type, which does not depend on the

concrete/specific/actual diagram, in which it is used, when the

factor of the load, the operating mode and so forth are taken into

consideration. Meanwhile failure due to slow changes of the

parameters in many respects depends on the schematic of

device/equipment. If diagram is weakly critical to a change in the

parameters of elements/cells, entering the generalized dimensional

circuit (SIV-l, IV-6), then equipment does not reject even with the

large divergences of the parameters from the rating; in the

susceptible diagrams is feasible the failure, also, with small

divergences of the parameters. Therefore the intensity of the

deterioration failures of elements/cells i(I in each diagram must be

determined experimentally. Consequently, this calculation is deprived
-7
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of sense.

In Chapter IV was discussed a question about field distribution

of the allowable divergences of the parameters of elements/cells h3 of

components-, determined by climatic and mechanical effects65. and 6,'.

production spreads - series capability of REA -ar and aging (wear)4,.

Without examining the optimum conditions for division 6z (Chapter X)

into the components, let us suppose that separation carried out and

into aging of the parameters of each element/cell is isolated

interval81 .,. Then the calculation of the deterioration failures is not

complex, although labor-consuming.
\ /

For the evaluation/estimate of efficiency of REA according to

the deterioration failures it is necessary to know the

characteristics of the coefficients of aging elements/cells.

At present they are determined Lxperimentally (SIV-2); in TU

they usually give only permissible changes in the parameters to the

elements/cells or nodes of REA during the assigned period. For

example, in resistors of the type MLT in 2000 hours a change in the

resistor/resistance must not exceed 4%.

Page 96.
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With the limited information they accept the uniform law of a change

of the parameters with time and the normal law of the distribution of

the value of the coefficient of aging within the limits of its

tolerance range. Then it is possible to find the coefficient of aging

i.= *I + Ptcx- where - average/mean value of a change of the

parameter in the time (per hour), and Pic,- root from the dispersion

of the coefficient of aging, equal at the normal law of the

distribution 1/6-0.17 of the tolerance range. The information about

the coefficients of aging some elements/cells is given in Table V-5.

After using formulas (IV-8) (IV-9) for the addition of regular

and probable deviations, it is possible to find PA the coefficient of

aging the determining parameter A. The divergence of the determining

parameter A (average/mean value and dispersion) for time T due to the

aging can be found, after multiplying PA by T, since the iiiform law

of a change in the parameters was accepted. For the efficiency REA

with respect to the deterioration failures the component of the

standard deviation of the determining parameter A on aging 6cA must be

less than its change (aging) for time T i.e. PAT< QTA. If condition

PAT< 8,Ais not satisfied, is necessary either to increase?A, after

redistributing the general/comion/total standard deviation of

determining parameter A- 86 between the components, or to decrease

PA' after selecting the best elements/cells with smaller p,.or to use

(to develop) another noncritical4.gate construction/design (SV-5)

. .. .. . _ . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .... . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . .
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with large 6ZA.

In conclusion let us emphasize that the calculation of

efficiency of REA according to the deterioration failures, in the

essence, is reduced to the determination of the noncriticality of

diagrams and conrtruction/design with a change in the parameters of

elements/cells and the optimum distribution of the total standard

deviations between the components.

SV-5. Noncriticality of diagrams.

The values of the standard deviations of the parameters from the

nominal values, at which still remains operable of diagrams and

constructions/designs, characterize their noncriticality.
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fable V-5. Coefficients of aging circuit elements.

Pe3mcCopm Henpo8o0AlqHe M oo.. 10 OO 0 0,6.10 - 3
KoRAeMaTopu nTMa ,,M ..... ... 1000 0 0,3.10

- '
4

3neKtPoHH e n3nMh! . ....... .... 500-1000 10- 4' 0.3. 0-
3AeKrpomRme naMm cepRH KQ. . .. 5000 2- 10-6  0,6. 10-

Key: (1). Designation. (2). Service life, hour. (3). Resistors

nonwire MLT. (4). Capacitors/condensers of the type BGM. (5).

Electron tubes. (6). The electron tubes of series E.
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The greater the standard deviations of the parameters, the more

reliably and more stably REA works. I
For developing the noncritical diagrams it is possible (Chapter

X) to recommend the method of successive approximations or the method

of synthesis, through the analysis of the preliminarily proposed

versions. Developer on the basis of preliminary analytical or

experimental research on the schemes (constructions/designs),

proposed on the base of existing or on the base new ideas, gives

preliminary mathematical description of the diagrams - first

approximation being investigated. Investigations permit refining,

__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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what parameters can be disregarded/neglected, what orders of

magnitude are possible, what spurious coupling are essential and the

like. Initial versions further taking into account corrections finish

- are made the second approximation/approach, etc. To compare the

versions in question is possible experimentally or analytically.

The experimental studies of the noncriticality of diagrams and

devices/equipment for the selection of the optimum values of the

parameters are called marginal testing. For conducting the marginal

testing is selected the determining parameter, for example, for the

self-excited generator - frequency stability or amplitude of

oscillations, for the flip-flop - overbanking of one position of

stable equilibrium into another by the standardized/normalized

trigger pulse. Further they plan, the divergences of what circuit

parameters must be found at the given conditions and a change in

other parameters. The results of investigations will be plotted (Fig.

V-12). Point A corresponds to the nominal value of tested parameter

Ra.in this case the diagram ceases normal functioning in

voltage/stress Ut < U,,; point r corresponds to an increase in the

tested parameter R by 10%, in this case the diagram functions to

voltage/stress U2<U, and so on, until entire/all curve, which limits

the shaded region of stable operation, is plotted/applied. The

results of marginal testing of some parameters of circuit R at a

D change in others help to select the optimum parameters. For example,
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from Fig. V-12 it is evident that the nominal value of the tested

parameter R should be increased by 10%. This will raise the

noncriticality of diagram. For the more precision determination of

the optimum parameters under working conditions the marginal testing

must be carried out at the different levels of external agencies, for

example temperature, humidity.

I'I
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R

Fig. V-12. Diagram of marginal testing.
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Conducting marginal testing - work labor-consuming; therefore it

is technical-economicly expedient to carry out marginal testing of

the standard blocks (moduli/modules), published by the large-quantity

printings (SII-5). I
Labor-consuming marginal testing can be replaced with

calculations by ETsVM. For this in analytical dependence (IV-l),

which connects the determining parameter of circuit A with the

parameters of elements/cells aa,, .. a,. ')they substitute the

value of parameters a1 and they calculate the determining parameter A.

Calculation (simulation) can be fulfilled by two methods: regular,

substituting the boundary values of parameters a;to statistical ones

(by Monte Carlo method), substituting the random values of parameters

I~o
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--selected in accordance with the statistical laws of the

distribution of the parameters (SIV-2). The random values of

parameters a are developed by random-number transducers with

statistical characteristics (a. D (a,). the law of distribution), by the

determined parameters of elements/cells at. being simulated.

Calculations-simulation - give objec:ively correct, appropriate

to actual conditions, result, if analytical expression

A =*(a, a,.... a(,..., a.) correctly reflects physical processes in the

diagram, i.e., if they are taken into consideration all fundamental

and parasitic parameters, and the statistical characteristics of the

parameters of elements/cells encompass the given ones - production

spread, the effect of climatic factors, aging, etc.

Let us give some considerations on the creation of noncritical

diagrams. Diagrams (device/equipment) are simple and complicated;

single-function and multifunctional 1; theoretically precise and

approximate approximating (SIV-6).

FOOTNOTE 1. With the fulfillment of identical functions simple

diagram has a smaller (minimum) number of elements/cells, compound

circuit contains more than elements/cells. Multifunctional

instrument, device/equipment, simultaneously or consistently make

several functions, for example, dual-amplifications circuit of
2
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receivers, transceiver diagrams of transceivers, etc. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In the first examination it seems that efficiency must decrease

with an increase in the quantity of elements/cells, which

characterize the complexity of diagram. However, after detailed,

careful analysis this categorical confirmation is imprecise.

Actually/really, efficiency on random failures (V-18) is determined

not only by a number of elements/cells n, but also by the rate of

failures x,. that depends on mode/conditions and conditions of applying

the elements/cells. Let us give the simplest example (Fig. V-13).

K-"

I

. ----- --- - - - - - - - - -
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KC

R r

-C

Fig. V-13. Schematic of transistor filter with the shielding

stabilitron tube KS.
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In the transistor filters of power supplies "excess" silicon

stabilitron tube KS and limiting resistor R..p, shielding the

controlling transistor t- from the overloading, increase a quantity

of parts, but they considerably raise efficiency of diagram.

Compound circuits with a large number of elements/cells can have

the lowered/reduced efficiency on the random failures; however,

because of the noncriticality efficiency on the deterioration

failures and general/common/total efficiency can be considerably

higher than in simple diagrams with a small number of elements/cells.

The multifunctional diagrams of construction/design are more

susceptible to a change in the parameters, because the parameters of

elements/cells in such diagrams are usually selected compromise

9)

I-
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between the contradictory conditions, necessary for fulfilling the

separate functions. In connection with this the standard deviations

of the parameters, which do not disrupt not one of the functions of

diagram, are insignificant and efficiency on the aeterioration

failures of such diagrams is small.

However, one ought not this to consider as recommendation to the

excessive complication of construction/design or diagram, although

the reasonable redundancy - complication - diagrams and

construction/design of REA raises efficiency on the deterioration

failures, just as the introduction to redundancy during the

transmission of information raises the interference shielding of the

communication channel. Diagrams with the compensation for

divergences, the rigid installation of the determining parameters,

the automatic control of the parameters, the feedback, etc can serve

the aforesaid as illustration.

An example of diagrams with the severe limitation of the

parameters can be self-excited oscillators with clamping diode (Fig.

V-i4), multivibrators or flip-flops with those limiting - fixing

diodes, etc. In the self-excited oscillator the amplitude of

oscillations cannot increase to the level, greater thanu,,.since it

is steeply limited to the diode OD, to "supported" voltage/stress U .

-. This decreases the level of grid excitation, and the total conduction

.. . . . . ... . . L ..
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angle is small, since edge stress does not manage increase; therefore

harmonic distortions are small.

To the weakly critical diagrams with the more stable oscillatory

period can be attributed multivibrators with the positive grid -

positive or negative base for the transistors with respect to n-p-n

or p-n-p ones.

Diagrams with the automatic control of the determining parameter

are complicated; however, they are reliable with respect to the

deterioration failures.

I

- - - - - --
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Fig. V-14. Diagram of self-excited oscillator with clamping diode OD.
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Diagrams with the automatic control can be made noncritical over a

wide range of a change in the parameters of elements/cells a,.

eliminating the divergences of the supporting/reference

elements/cells, whose number is small. Noncritical diagrams with the

automatic control of power output, frequency, sensitivity and so

forth are complicated; however, their use/application in the f
equipment with the high requirements for the reliability is

completely justified.

Can be attributed diagrams with automatic control and limitation

of the determining parameter A to a broader class of

devices/equipment and diagrams, whose stability is determined by the

passive linear elements/cells (resistors, capacitors/condensers,

etc.): usually more resistant to any effects, than active nonlinear

,-- - .. . . . . . -.. .. ... ......... . ........ .. _ _ _ _ __..__- -_ _-- - •
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elements/cells (transistors, electron tubes, etc.); for example, the

diagram of the piecewise-linear approximation of functions. In such

diagrams of the characteristic of nonlinear elements/cells is not

exerted a substantial influence on the functioning of

devices/equipment, since the nonlinear elements/cells are connected

together with the linear, high-stability elements/cells. The role of

nonlinear elements/cells is reduced to the switching - the

transmission of current in one direction.

To the diagrams, whose noncriticality is determined by passive

elements/cells, relate negative-feedback circuits. The amplifier gain

with the negative feedback

- KI(I + KP) - II/(IIK + 0) A I , (V-23)

where K1>>l, K - amplification factor without the feedback; / -

amount of feedback. Relative change in the determining parameter -

K. (IV8):

AXIK, /- (K 1. 8 [(aKtK) AK + (aKA') Al = I

(1K.) [AKl(I( IK + )' K'- API (IK + )1

(AK/K) P /(1 + MKI + AP/P. (V-24)

With K>>l, AK/K. is determined, mainly, by the passive linear

element/cell A, which can be made sufficiently to stable ones (for

example, from the wire resistors), since with the the large I+Kg even

any changes K little affect. In the contemporary sensitive analog

) voltmeters and the ammeters of class 0.5 electron-tube and transistor

= . . .... .. .. _-_________m___________ m m__ llmmlm-t
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amplifiers without the installation of amplifization in the process

of operation are applied; in the digital voltmeters the accuracy

still above - in the limits of one hundredths of a percent; therefore

the instability of amplifiers must be above approximately/exemplarily

by an order -10-3-10-4. In order to obtain AK./K,= IO0K/K(A-.0),

assuming/settingKc=10- /. it is necessary that KAI-01(K=I0'), and

amplifier is considerably more complicated KIKo. I03.

On the basis of that outlined above, one ought not to assert

that the simple diagram is more operational complicated. With the

reasonable fulfillment of diagram and the constructions/designs,

which are determining the parameters, in essence depend only on the

stability of linear passive elements/cells.

Page 101.

Let us point out also to other specific methods of the creation

of noncritical diagrams, for example modulation measuring circuits,

in which the susceptible devices/equipment, which work at :he very

low frequencies, replace by less susceptible ones. For example, the

dc amplifiers, subjected to zero drift by use/application of a

modulator, that crushes process with it is necessary the frequency,

they replace by the amplifiers of alternating current.
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In conclusion it is expedient to compare efficiency of analog

and discrete/digital units with the binary code. Solution of the

majority of technical problems by the analog possible and

discrete/digital methods. with the analog methods in the diagrams it

is considerably less than elements/cells, but the allowable

divergences of their parameters (without the use/application of

special measures) are small. This decreases efficiency of

devices/equipment on the deterioration failures. Discrete/digital

devices/equipment with the binary code have only two steady states.

The operating mode "yes-no" is most appropriate to active

elements/cells, since during the aging a change in the parameters

J within sufficiently wide limits does not affect steady states. The

majorities of impulse circuits - flip-flops, the coincidence circuits

and so forth work precisely under these conditions; therefore they

possess high efficiency on the deterioration failures. The value of

discrete/digital methods increased in connection with the creation of

the microminiature integrated circuits, which are applied in the

pulsers (Chapter IX).

For serviced REA of prolonged action, of which high accuracy is

required, it is expedient to apply discrete/digital methods. With

this REA is resistant to the deterioration failures, since it is

possible to provide the routine checks (serviced equipment) for the

development/detection and the replacements of the aging

/
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elements/cells or nodes. Reliability on the random failures of the

complicated devices/equipment, in particular discrete/digital, they

raise by redundancy (§V-6).

For the unattended equipment for one-shot action in the simplest

cases it is possible to recommend analog units, more operational

(less than elements/cells) on the random failures, than

discrete/digital. The spread failures are less essential, since

equipment - one-shot action works brief time.

:n all cases it is expediently reasonable to combine analog and

discrete/digital methods.

SV-6. Ways of increasing the reliability. I
The factors, which affect reliability, conditionally can be

divided into two interdependent/interconnected groups - given ones by

user (client) and selected by producer.

Reliability of REA on the gradual and random failures is

determined by many factors (rable V-6).
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* Table V-6. Factors, which affect reliabflity and life of

radio-electronic equipment.

1. Ham~aqene (ra~apuh.v vfacca)
2. TexHqeCxxe Tpe6OMHa~, (IgqHovcm, 6ucTponeACTaxe. ryavr8RTenbHoc~b.,

allanaaH qaCTOr, %MOuLHocm, zmamKt'ecKRA AJ~ana3QH. KaqecmieHHhae rio-
MaaeIH H T. L)

3. Ksiaimirrnrau o~ciymmaaero R 3XCrITyaTRPYIOmero !TepcoHana
4. Ti~pamc (oftmA ii roziomik Bbl"rCK)
5. Tpe~ye-AaR Io~nrose~ocm (TeAHHqecxioVf pecypc). xaPaKTeO H 1ATeJ~bHoc-r

6. yHerepboHO4 Pa6omzI
6 YC-ROauR H AJlW~eJ1bHOCTh XpaHenH. TpaHCUOPTHPO;.Ka

7. florepu ripR HeecnpaBRocTR U3-3a flPOCTOeI R sciowh~Hoft trteAii Huy-
Inec~ra

8. Yujosms; 3xcrLnyaTau.HH:
Temnepa~ypa aa3AYxa Ha rrosepxiiocTw ycrpogCma (rrpeze~mwe sejniw,

;IJIireibO~M &o3AeACTBH*. amnJTyna -wie6arni2, cxopocm w3meHeHHII,
UHKMM~OcM)'; SM~HOM aownyx (ntpeaeAhirhe 8WRHHW~. njHTejRh.
HOCTh 8O3Ae~cTaI4A. IIHKJIHqHOCTh); 3arpH3 H SoWAYxa, rhLCO13 Hafl
ypois~em mopst (ylmetfbweHHe pacceaiHRx TeUJra, n1OabUweHHbIA H3HOC Try-
mHust qavreA, HHTeHcHzHoCTh aeACTISH5 yA bpa(0uojteTOsoro H3Jy'eHHR.
vu4enhwemme 3AteP(pHqecKoi flPOMCf sacyxa); aoaa (mopCXaR bona,
60e4 poca); coJImeaH8 H a1p. paAmatuH5; rtep~oA rona (KAmmammeckaR
o~5Crasaaa. pelxocTb HuieHeHHH H jAHTe~bNOCTh rcMuwamqecxmx sm-
nLeOCTSHlA); NHoj~om'l(He c40aKTOPba (rpuHicobe mimpoopraau3Mu. a3ce-
ftomb~ie H wejixm)HBOTmbie -rpbL3ymbi)*.rtbLi, riecoic (ycHuewau KOPPO.
3H11. cpeaa Aim mHKpoopraHMH) .S

9. MexamHu'ecxau HZIpy3Ka (BeTouaa H T. A.)
10. Ynxapm H aH6paamm ripH 3KnrAya-raumH H nepeeomIax

M ~(C-) Offpemenaotwl Maro~we

1. Texprurca-3cfomxqecxajq KBBAMhPHXaWI1 pa3padOTRHKQG (ypofleHh 3HaHA H

2. C1CZHBHHC SS)RHOCTH 3anaq (yposRb o8cflHaThIOR PA~Om)
3. Cuciem~amaui Onblra IKCnJyaaT3LMH. YqeT TpedoaatiHA TeXHHqecxco m-m-H

XO(0H3HoAvorxR (yao~cTso qKmfliyaTau4 H TeXuHHecxoro odca'yNCHhoisam)
4. rimee~ MeT~aOR OnrHmaimmoro Tex HHKO- 3KoHoJ.4H'eCKoro npoexT-lpaba-

mHX nO KpHTepH5M
5. Omowernie 3AMHHHM3pUHN K eciyw6e HaneKHOCTH H KomrpoJml Kaqecral
6. BHA QPOH36AocTB3 - mIacconoe, cepmilHoe. KHjHSHHAyaJ~bmoe
7. YrnIc(0HauH0i. HOPMaJIHaHH H cTaunapTH3auHR a rrp0H3soacrse

rlpHmeHeHme -AOA.HbOr0 (ePyH~gcaAmhKO6AIOqHoro) TRp0H3SOILCTU8
rlpumeueuHe anpo6Hposamnuhx cxeM K KOCTPYKU4A

&. HieKpHrwuocmb cxCed H xOI4cTPyial4(I (cePHAHOCnOCOrHOCm, YCTarNHHOCTh K2'KAHMSTHIeCKHM H MeZaHHqeCM Ao3ztekCTSHhM. CTapenrnjo H H3HOCY)9. n oeoa AorN~ecHoA cxemU H KONCrPYXUN
KoPgecyaO (RipOCTMt 4PynUiA, SbIflOAHHeMdhi OTnejtl.HWUN 6.nOeajM CXe-



10. Ko.;amec'To n rpe6y.m~ TOqNOCTI 3memewros memi x xocTpyKU.Mm am
pearnaM flpNRThiI pewexHA. Bwoiio~m xomnfeWIC&.N ionymxaspery.A.poBKoG

II. rIpHHrie = (KOXs9C00WeH1 Harpy3WIc. YCosaRn ovraJfAemNw
12 rIpHnImTbe 4ephi aa ynpomemwR ,po(0HAaKTXHXX, rpor14o3HpyromIe0 OTXaM.

Pe.,oHTronpJm H -roc - rlpMMeHerne C'rpoeNorO -O2ITP0.oJ4.
BeiRquna K03(4aHe Ma OTOMBOCnT

la C0C06l H K-aTHOCT6 pe3ePBHpeBaHHR 5AOKOS a amraparyph B aeiAoM
14. 0 3RKo-xHu]qeciKHe CSOfCTUa. momemmaTypa apenmema Mawepnaamo

14 KOMnJIeK-YIOUIx H3eARHA, ax cToHMoc
15. TexiKKO,0H0IecXaA onTVa&zbaocTm. ypoaetm it oceame TpedyeMoI

TeXHOAJIOlU
16. YpOeWHb 'ATYPH npoH380Ac'rfl. MxcqewA xsamAcPxal a npomeaBA-

cTreHelog rmaeu HacnomeTeiea
17. YnauoKa. MeoW Koxcpeauma
:. Korpoam nIPoeKTMpokaHSl i rlpo3BofCrsa; CeTomd pe.icT a KOrpoAs

- 19. Ypote. i 061.e .ia6opaTopimi, 3asOACcK it nojmroHIxx rrpoepok u
I" CImraHR

20. KojmqeCTSO TeXjr~qecxoA .oxyMewraum (npoe amol, npoU3BoAcmremo* a
KCnlflyalramomOH). lTOAHoT3,a, H 4e H3 o wIesmn

21. Texmxno3KO oowuqecxKu aaarm apuanmax pe-,esA

Key: (a). p. p. (b). They are assigned by user (client). 1.

Designation/purpose (overall sizes, masses). 2. Technical

requirements (accuracy, operating speed, sensitivity, frequency band,

power, dynamic range, qualitative indices, etc.). 3. Qualification of

the service and operating personnel. 4. Print run

(general/common/total and annual production). 5. Required life

(technical service life), character and the duration of continuous f
operation. 6. Conditions and the duration of storage. transportation.

7. Losses with the malfunction due to idle times and the possible

death of property. 8. Operating conditions: the temperature of air on

the surface of device/equipment (limiting values, the duration of

effects, the amplitudes of oscillations, rate of change, cyclic

recurrence); air humidity (limiting values, the duration of effects,

cyclic recurrence); air pollution; height/altitude above sea level

(decrease of dissipation of heat, the increased wear of the friction

-7--
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parts, the effective force of ultraviolet radiation, the decrease of

dielectric strength of air); water (sea water, hoarfrost, dew);

solar, etc. radiation; the period of year (climatic situation, the

definition of change and the duration of climatic effects);

biological factors (fungus microorganisms, insects and small animals

- rodents); dust, sand (intensive corrosion, media for the

microorganisms). 9. Mechanical load (wind, etc.). 10. Impacts and

vibration with the operation and the transport. (c). They are

determined by producer. 1. Technical-economic qualification of

developers (standard of knowledge and experiment). 2. Consciousness

of the importance of tasks (level of educational work). 3.

Systematization of operating experience. Account of the requirements

of anthropometric engineering (convenience in the operation and

maintenance). 4. Use/application of methods of optimum I
technical-economic design on the criteria. 5. Ratio of administration

to service of reliability and quality control. 6. Form of production

- mass, series, individual. 7. Unification, normalization and

standardization in the production. the use/application of modular

(function-block) production. the use/application of the approved

diagrams and constructions/designs. 8. Noncriticality of diagrams and

constructions/designs (series capacity, stability to the climatic and

mechanical effects, the aging and the wear). 9. Simplicity of logic

circuit and construction/design. a quantity (simplicities of the

functions, fulfilled by the separate blocks of diagram
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(construction/design). 10. Quantity and the required accuracy of the

elements of diagram and construction/design for the realization of

the solutions accepted. Possibility of the compensation for

tplerances by adjustment. 11. The reserves (load factors) accepted.

Cooling conditions. 12. Taken measures for simplification in the

preventive maintenance, which forecasts failures. Maintainability.

the use/application of the built-in checking. the value of readiness

factor. 13. Methods and the redundancy rate of blocks and equipment

as a whole. 14. Physicochemical properties, the nomenclature of the

materials used and completing articles, their cost/value. 15.

Technical-economic optimality, level and the mastery/adoption of

required technology. 16. Level of the culture of production,

technical qualification and production hygiene of

executors/performers. 17. Packing. the methods of conservation. 18.

Checking of design and production. methods and the means of checking.

19. Level and the space of laboratory, plant and polygon checkings

and tests. 20. Quantity of technical documentation (design,

production and operating), completeness, and clearness of

presentation. 21. Technical-economic analysis of the solutions

accepted.
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By effect on any of them it is possible to raise reliability.
9
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Some measures for an increase in the reliability are already in

detail examined, some will be studied in the following chapters. In

this paragraph let us examine redundancy and fundamental

recommendations regarding an increase in the reliability.

Redundancy - this is the use/application of supplementary

(surplus) elements/cells or devices/equipment, which work in the case

of the failures of bases. A number of stand-by devices/equipment to

each worker is called redundancy rate m.

J

L
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Fig. V-15. Fig. V-16.

Fig. V-15. Block diagram of general/common/total redundancy.

Fig. V-16. Block diagram of separate redundancy.

Page 104.0
Redundancy can be general/common/total (Fig. V-15), when instead of

the refused system are connected alternately others stand-by, and by

separate, when they reserve system unit-by-unit, i.e., in the case of

the failure of system they determine and they replace the refused

blocks (Fig. V-16). In the case of the failure spare unit can accept

load on itself, replace with basis, by switching by hand or is

automatic, the so-called reserved replacement value; or spare units

(elements/cells) are connected and work simultaneously with the bases

- parallel redundancy, while in the case of the failures load is

redistributed. Stand-by elements/cells (blocks) can be found in the

operational conditions - this the so-called loaded reserv6;

L
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incomplete operational conditions - this is the lightened reserve;

nonoperating state - unloaded reserve. The selection of

mode/conditions is essential, for example, for the vacuum-tube

instruments, since the heating of cathode continues from tens of

seconds to several minutes. The lightened mode/conditions of REA in

many instances is reduced to decrease in the supply voltage, this

sharply shortens the time of the establishment of normal mode and at

the same time decreases aging elements/cells and nodes.

During the investigation of reliability is examined series

connection of elements/cells, with which failure of one of the n

elements/cells causes failure of entire system (S V-2) and parallel

connection, with which the failure even m of elements/cells from m+l

does not cause the failure of system. Let us rate/estimate efficiency

of REA in the simplest cases of general/common/total and separate

redundancy. For simplicity of linings/calculations let us assume that

the failures 6f blocks are independent, the refused blocks are not

overhauled, the reliability of switching systems is one hundred

percent. The effect of the unreliability of switching systems can be

rated/estimated, after multiplying the reliability of the redundant

system by the reliability of switching systems.

With the general/common/total redundarfcy (Fiq. V-15) in each j

system n of the i blocks they are connected in series, and m+l of the

V ~~..
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j systems - in parallel. Assuming/setting the reliability of the

blocks of the basic and stand-by systems of identical P*,- P. let us

find the reliability of one j system with series connection n of

blocks (S V-2) Pat= P= f lP,=p4,. Probability that the system with the
'I

m-fold redundancy will. refuse, unreliability Poz - is determined by

failure probability all m+l systems (m of stand-by ones and by one

fundamental), of the equal to the product of the probabilities of

their failure P.z= f P=,= H -P p'. The unreliability of each
I-I I-I

system is identical and equal to Pm -Pw, Reliability with the

general/common/total redundancy of the system

P0,z - -7 +' I (I - Poe)''=t-( )+
(V.25)
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With the separate redundancy (Fig. V-16) the i blocks of all

systems are connected in parallel, so that the group of the i blocksN
remains operational, until at least one of m+l blocks of goup it is

operational; all of the i group of blocks are connected in series,

and if one of the n groups refuses, the redundant system will be

inefficient.

The blocks of the i group are connected in parallel; therefore

the unreliability of the group

( I(I
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Reliability of the i group of the blocks

P". I -P)0 = I -(I -P).

All of the i group of blocks are connected in series; therefore

the reliability of the separately redundant system from n (m+l) of

blocks with the identical reliability P.

Poz = =[1-(1-PD'+'j".' (V-26)

The reliability of each block is changed in the time,

respectively the reliability of system also depends on the time

Poz(M P - I-[1 -Po (t)'+'". (V-27)

Let us compare an increase in the reliability with the

-' general/common/total and separate redundancy for the different values

of m, n and P.. The results of calculations according to (V-25) and

(V-26) are given inl able V-7.

Redundancy is an effective means of an increase in the

reliability, moreover separate redundancy is better, although

switching system here is considerably more complicated. The advantage

of separate redundancy is completely explained, system will be

operational even in the case of failure nm from n (m+l) of blocks

(elements/cells),'if in each i group of blocks one operational

remains.

L.
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-fable V-7. Reliability of general/common/total and separate

redundancy.

P, -o. 0o -0.9 P0 --.9
0 , 2 = G l l 2 3 - 01 21 !

2 0.56 0,81' 0,91 0.96 0,81 0.96 0.99310.999 09 0.99 0.999 --!
0,9 0,9-7 0.99 0.98 0.998 - 1 0.99 -IT"

5 0,24 0.42 0.56 0,66 0,59 0,8 4 0.94 097 8 0.98 0.998
0,73 0,92 0.98 0.95 0,995 -1 ._996 v -I

10 o0,0 L,1_ 0.1 6 0.23 0.35 0.59 0.74 0.83 06 0.86
0,52"0.85 0,96 0.9 0.99 '. 6 0.9 - - -

FOOTNOTE 1. In the -imerator - reliability of general/common/total,

C in the denominator - separate redundancy. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 106. I
The mean time of failure-free operation with redundancy T".

increases only 1.5-2 times, if all systems are simultaneously

connected with the work (constant loaded redundancy) and after

failure are not overhauled. During the restoration/reduction of

system after the failures, when relation Tcq/Tp is sufficiently great

(Tpu - recovery time of system after failure), the mean time of

trouble-free work of the redundant system considerably (into dozens

of times to each stand-by system) qrows/rises with an increase in the

(7
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redundancy rate.

With an increase in the reliability with the aid of the

redundancy the redundancy of equipment appears, increases also a

quantity of service personnel for the stand-by systems. Redundancy

leads to a change in the total cost/value of reserved REA. The

general/common/total cost/value of system with the redundancy, on one

hand, increases with an increase in the multiplicity, since increases

a quantity of equipment, and on the other hand, it decreases, since

the required reliability and cost/value (V-6) of basic and stand-by

systems descends. There is an optimum redundancy rate, with which the

* cost/value of the redundant system is minimum.

In the elaborate expensive complexes of REA they solve the

problem of redundancy compromise. Let us examine this based on the

example of the powerful/thick radio transmitting equipment. The

cost/value of the powerful/thick transmitter is determined by the

cost/value of the output stage. This cascade/stage is made along the

unit-block system from m blocks, in this case the failure of one

block does not disable entire system (partial failure), but by the

period of repair it only decreases the power output. Low-power, less

expensive blocks, reserve completely. In this case reliability and

the average/mean mean time between failures of the redundant

overhauled system considerably is raised with a relatively small
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increase in the cost/value.

In the REA, which includes many same-type blocks, is applied

fractional redundancy, for example, at the large/coarse radio centers

with a large number of same-type restorable (overhauled)

devices/equipment one or several each type stand-by devices/equipment

provide for.

Let us examine other measures for an increase in the reliability

of REA. Efficiency P and readiness factor k, (V-1) determine

reliability of REA. For increase k it is necessary to shorten Tie -

the time of the repair of the refused block and T - time of the

preventitive checks.

Page 107.

To create maintainable REA is possible, 1) if we apply the

built-in control, which resolves without the break of normal

operation to monitor the determining parameters of equipment (S

XIII-6); 2) if construction/design makes it possible to easily change

blocks; 3) if the location of blocks, indicators, control knobs is

mnemonic substantiated; 4) if they are satisfied other requirements

of the anthropometric engineering, which facilitate minimum

enervation of operators and road-mending machines (S XII-2); 5) if
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they are created the quality-control and testing stations for the

preventitive check (S XIII-5); 6) if it is applied the function-block

layout of diagram with the control points, which resolve to rapidly

determine the place of damage (S XIII-6).

The fundamental ways of increasing the efficiency of the REA are

the following:

1. The search for criteria for forecasting the sudden and

deterioration failures; the translation/conversion of the random

failures into the category of those forecasted, since the correctly

set routine checks together with the use/application of the

noncritical diagrams checked and constructions/designs virtually

permit excluding the forecasted failures of the REA.

2. Increase in the qualification of developers, strict

construction engineering discipline (tables V-l), which prevents

errors during the design of REA (Fig. 1-2, table V-6), the

use/application of materials and elements/cells in those not

admitted, not provided for them by standards/normals, or maximum

modes/conditions under the influence of the assigned by user heavy

ambient conditions. It is necessary to focus attention not only to

the macroclimate - average/mean values on the block, the strut, etc.,

but also for the microclimate of each element/cell, which completes
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articles. Is important heating not the radiator, but p-n junctions,

is important not the external temperature of winding article, but the

temperature of insulation within the winding article, or the

micro-temperature of the tanks/balloons of vacuum-tube instruments.

3. Use/application of standard ones and the development of the

new checked under the actual conditions elements/cells, nodes and

constructions/designs with small rates of failures and large life.

4. Facilitation of the mode/conditions of circuit and structural

elements/cells, which lowers rate of failures (S V-3). Usually this

leads to an insignificant increase in the overall sizes and mass of

REA, although the mass and the overall sizes of more powerful/thicker

elements/cells are more, since in the real devices/equipment in the

loaded mode/conditions it works not more than 20-30% elements/cells,

which must be unloaded; remaining elements/cells are loaded not

completely (grid or base circuits of low-power devices/equipment,

etc.).

5. We do not recommend switching microstrain (S ViU-4), the

applying of thin winding (0.07-0.1 mm) wires, etc.

In conclusion let us present the exemolary/aDproximate order of

calculation (-able V-8) of efficiency according to the random
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failures. The detailed data about the rates of failure Xe, the factors

of load k-d and the stiffness coefficient of operation k, (table

V-4), necessary for calculating the efficiency, are in the literature

[2, 40] and RTM of the departments of the reliability of enterprises.

The data about a number of parts n, and information about the

mode/conditions for-determining the factor of load k,. are taken from

the schematic diagram and the calculated note of block, ka they

determine according to the designation/purpose of the REA.

! I
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Page 108.

Table V-8. Calculation rep of block during the lightened

mode/conditions of elements/cells.

Han smt - z Hsmeou.e 1-ra -t.. m . = 8 - -

Tpai43Hcrep(') 3 0.7 0.5 1.6 0.04 0,032 0.1 ptic, V-7
P 2 0,45 0,2 1,6 0.04 0.013 0.026

r1GAYnPq0AHflI08biA
U/o 1 8 0,65 0.4 1,6 0.02 0,013 0,1

Pe c-ro .M.Tfl ) 5- 0.35 0.15 1,6 0.02 0.005 0,025 ,
25 0,8 0,65 4 0.02 0,05 1.25 Fic. V-8

a P20 0.2 0.3 2 0.02 0.012 0.24 SI)
Koauexcsrph(i) 15 0,75 0.35 3 0,01 0.01 0,15 pHC. V-5
K/'1 ,, 10 0.65 0,1 4 0,01 0,004 0,04

-a ) ,,6 150 - - - 0,02 0.02 3 -
3nexTpormie , ianw 2 0,4 0,7 1.3 2 1.8 3,6 pac. V-6

- 180
° Q

Panse ) 3 - - 0.3 0,3 0,9

£2 X. =

- 9.4%.

Hence: 106-ilId n 1 i0'/9.4-i04 hour; P (t)=exp (-t-10-4). I

Keys: (1). Designation of the i element/cell. (2). Quantity of i

elements/cells. (3). Load factor. (4). The correction factor of load

with t=20 0C. (5). Influence coefficient of micro-temperature

with t=70 0C. (6). Failure rate is nominal (Fig. V-3) on 10' h.

(7). Given failure rate. (8). Transistor. (9). Fig. (10).

Semiconductor diode. (11). Resistor MLT. (12). Capacitors. (13). KGB.

(14). Solderings. (15). Electron tubes. (16). CouDlina.

End MT/ST-83-12
4 8.
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